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1. Introduction 
In recent years, with the growth in demand for digital information appliances, system LSI 
devices for digital information appliances are becoming the mainstream in the 
semiconductor industry, replacing LSI devices for PCs.  For such system LSIs, it is important 
to be able to manufacture system LSI devices with multi-functionality and high performance 
with high-variety, low-volume production processes incurring low costs and short turn-
around-times (TAT). However, as the sizes of semiconductor devices become increasingly 
smaller, the accompanying increases in mask costs and TAT are major obstacles preventing 
rapid advances in the development of digital information appliances with system LSIs.  
These problems are due to the increasing complexity and data volume of mask patterns.  
Similarly, while Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) can correct a mask pattern to improve 
the fidelity of the projected image pattern on the wafer, the method involves huge 
calculation loads (including runtime, data volume, and processing costs) as the calculations 
required to correct a mask pattern become ever more complex. 
In order to solve mask costs and TAT problems, Character Projection Lithography (CPL) has 
been devised as a high-throughput electron-beam direct-write technology (Nakayama et al., 
1990). CPL has the advantage of reducing the number of electron beam (EB) shots compared 
to conventional variably-shaped beam lithography (Pfeiffer, 1978), because each character 
pattern that appears frequently in a layout can be simultaneously written by a single EB shot 
with a CP aperture mask.  In order to achieve such reductions in the number of EB shots, it 
is important to extract frequently-used character patterns and to prepare CP aperture masks.  
However, when CPL is applied to OPCed layouts for a system LSI, while CPL can work in 
reducing the number of EB shots in the memory device, CPL cannot function with the 
random logic device.  Because random logic devices are composed by laying out logic cells 
randomly, one character pattern can be deformed into many different patterns to correct the 
Optical Proximity Effect (OPE) from neighboring patterns, and thus require complicated 
OPC, so they cannot be extracted as a unique CP aperture mask. 
In order to overcome the problems of realizing CPL with a random logic device, we propose 
a method of improving the efficiency of pattern extraction by employing an adaptive OPC 
method (Matsunawa et al., 2005; Matsunawa et al., 2007).  As a new OPC calculation model 
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designed to achieve high-precision correction and reductions in OPC runtimes by reducing 
the calculation domain, the adaptive OPC method has two important characteristics.  One is 
that OPC is applied to each cell before layout design.  Thus, the adaptive OPC method can 
be regarded as being a cell-based OPC method. The other characteristic is the optimization 
of variable OPC features in peripheral regions around the OPCed cell due to the OPE from 
neighboring patterns after layout design. 
In this study, we enhance the basic adaptive OPC method by developing two important 
algorithms: (1) a cell grouping algorithm that categorizes deformed cells and extracts some 
typical cell groups, and (2) an OPC optimization algorithm that regards the cells in a group 
as one typical cell and corrects the OPC features of the typical cell to form a CP aperture 
mask. In conducted verification experiments with two full-chip level OPCed layouts based 
on actual functional LSI, we successfully achieve an improvement of approximately 60% in 
extraction efficiency. 
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2, the problems of realizing CPL with 
random logic devices are briefly described. Section 3 introduces our proposed improvement 
method. Section 4 presents the details and results of conducted experiments for a feasibility 
study and Section 5 shows the results of verification experiments with actual functional LSI 
data.  Finally, Section 6 discusses the results and draws some conclusions. 
2. The problems of realizing CPL with random logic devices 
CPL is a promising technology as a high-throughput electron-beam direct-write technology.  
The advantage of CPL is that it has a lower number of electron beam (EB) shots compared to 
conventional variably-shaped beam lithography, because character patterns that appear 
frequently in a layout can be simultaneously written by a single EB shot with a CP aperture 
mask. Accordingly, it is important to extract the sets of frequently-used character patterns 
and to prepare CP aperture masks in order to reduce the number of EB shots. 
However, it has been reported by ASET (ASET, 2006) that although CPL can be beneficial 
for the memory device in reducing the number of EB shots, CPL cannot function on random 
logic devices. According to the report for a poly-silicon layer, the single character pattern 
referred to 1539 times in the memory device is diversified to eight deformed patterns with 
OPC features. On the other hand, the character pattern referred to 680 times in the logic 
device is diversified to 660 deformed patterns with OPC features. The reason for the 
difference in the number of the deformed patterns is that random logic devices are 
composed by randomly laying out logic cells, and one character pattern can be deformed 
into many different patterns due to the Optical Proximity Effect (OPE) from neighboring 
patterns. That is a character pattern in random logic devices will be deformed into many 
different patterns that require complicated OPC features, and so they cannot be extracted as 
a unique CP aperture mask. Thus, in order to realize the advantage of CPL to reduce the 
number of EB shots with random logic devices, the novel OPC method is required to 
improve the efficiency of pattern extraction with moderate levels of diversification. 
3. Improving pattern extraction efficiency for CPL 
3.1 Approach 
In order to overcome the problems of realizing CPL with a random logic device, we propose 
a method of improving the efficiency of pattern extraction by employing an adaptive OPC 
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method (Matsunawa et al., 2005; Matsunawa et al., 2007).  As a new OPC calculation model 
designed to achieve high-precision correction and reductions in OPC runtimes by reducing 
the calculation domain, the adaptive OPC method has two important characteristics.  One is 
that OPC is applied to each cell before layout design. Thus, the adaptive OPC method can be 
regarded as being a cell-based OPC method.  The other characteristic is the optimization of 
variable OPC features in peripheral regions around the OPCed cell due to the OPE from 
neighboring patterns after layout design. 
In this research, we enhance the basic adaptive OPC method by developing two important 
algorithms: (1) a cell grouping algorithm that categorizes deformed cells and extracts some 
typical cell groups, and (2) an OPC optimization algorithm that regards the cells in a group 
as one typical cell and corrects the OPC features of the typical cell to form a CP aperture 
mask. Fig. 1 illustrates the basic concept of the proposed method with these two algorithms. 
A character cells are extracted from a cell layout data. Suppose that the A character cells 
would be deformed into five individual cells A1 ~ A5 after OPC processing.  With the cell 
grouping algorithm, the deformed cells are extracted as two typical cell groups A1 ~ A3 and 
A4 ~ A5. The OPC optimization algorithm optimizes a typical cell, Aa or Ab, for each cell 
group based on the cells within each group. 
 
Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed method. 
3.2 The cell grouping algorithm 
This subsection describes the cell grouping algorithm which can extract a typical cell group.  
The character cells are inserted into all of the different neighboring patterns. A neighboring 
pattern refers to a specific layout situation relating to crude density, directionality and 
design in the peripheral regions of a character cell, as shown in Fig. 2. The OPC features of a 
character cell are affected by the OPE from the neighboring region. For example, if two 
character cells are placed in similar neighboring patterns, there will be similarities in their 
OPC features which can be optimized by the OPC optimization method to produce a typical 
cell. Thus, it is possible to identify typical cell groups that have similar OPC features by 
analyzing the neighboring patterns. 
In this research, we propose a cell grouping algorithm that involves a two-stage processing 
of categorizing cells in terms of layout direction and of comparing overlapping patterns by 
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analyzing neighboring patterns. Fig. 3 presents the flowchart for the proposed cell grouping 
algorithm. In preparation, data for the character cells and their neighboring patterns are 
loaded from the layout data. In the first stage, the character cells are roughly categorized 
into several provisional cell groups according to the directionality of neighboring patterns.  
In the second stage, the multiple cell groups are finely categorized into typical cell groups 
that can be optimized as one typical cell by comparing the overlaps for neighboring 
patterns. The two categorization methods are explained in detail in the following 
subsections. 
 
Fig. 2. A character cell with its neighboring pattern.  Source: based on Nosato et al., 2007. 
 
Fig. 3. Flowchart of the cell grouping algorithm. 
3.2.1 The rough categorization method according to directionality 
The rough categorization method generates provisional cell groups that have similar 
neighboring patterns. The OPE on a character cell depends on the density of neighboring 
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patterns. Employing this method, we analyzed the neighboring patterns in our test data 
(which is described in more detail in Section 4.1), and Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 present parts of the 
analysis results. Fig. 4 presents the crude density of neighboring patterns in the peripheral 
regions of a character cell.  Neighboring patterns are denser in the vertical region (Fig. 4(a)) 
than in the horizontal region (Fig. 4(b)). Fig. 5 presents results for the directionality of 
patterns in the vertical region.  The horizontal pattern (Fig. 5(a)) is denser than the vertical 
pattern (Fig. 5(b)) in the vertical region of the character cell. Therefore, in this research, the 
character cells are roughly categorized into several provisional cell groups according to the 
criterion of directionality in the vertical regions, as shown in Table 1. 
 
Fig. 4. Crude densities of neighboring patterns. Source: based on Nosato et al., 2007. 
 
Fig. 5. Pattern directionality in the vertical region.  Source: based on Nosato et al., 2007. 
 
Provisional cell group Pattern directionality 
1 Horizontal pattern in the upper vertical region 
2 Horizontal pattern in the lower vertical region 
3 No horizontal pattern in the vertical region 
Table 1. The rough grouping criteria for pattern directionality in the vertical region. 
3.2.2 The fine categorized method according to overlap comparisons 
In order to finely categorize the groups into typical cell groups that can be optimized as a 
single typical cell, the fine categorization method compares the areas of overlap for 
neighboring patterns one-by-one for each provisional cell group, as shown in Fig. 6. As Fig. 
6 indicates, the overlapping areas show similarities in terms of their neighboring patterns.  
Therefore, the character cells in the provisional cell groups are finely categorized into typical 
cell groups based on comparisons for the overlapping areas. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of neighboring patterns. 
3.3 OPC optimization algorithm 
This section describes the OPC optimization algorithm which can adjust the OPC features of 
a categorized cell group to generate one typical character cell. Fig. 7 shows the flowchart for 
the proposed OPC optimization algorithm.  Initially, categorized cell group data is loaded 
from the database of cell groups. Next, the OPC features of a character cell are coded as 
common OPC optimization parameters. These parameters are reflected in all character cells 
within the same categorized cell group. In the first fitness calculation, initial common OPC 
parameters are evaluated on each neighboring pattern using a lithography simulation.   
 
 
Fig. 7. Flowchart for OPC optimization. 
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Then, the algorithm calculates which reference values are better to update to the common 
parameters, based on the fitness values of each neighboring pattern, and updates the 
common parameters according to these reference values. Finally, the updated common 
parameters are evaluated again. When fitness evaluations exceed target accuracy for OPC, 
or evaluation iterations exceed a predetermined number, then the optimization algorithm 
terminates. We detail the coding of parameters, the fitness evaluation and the reference 
values calculations below. 
3.3.1 Coding of optimization parameters 
The common OPC optimization parameters correspond to variables representing the OPC 
features of an OPCed character cell. The parameters are expressed as a one-dimensional 
array that consists of the horizontal directions and the vertical directions of the OPC 
features, as shown in Fig. 8. These parameters represent the polygons for OPC features, and 
they are expressed as real numbers. 
 
 
Fig. 8. Coding of optimization parameters. 
3.3.2 Evaluation method 
In this evaluation method, because it is necessary to simultaneously evaluate the character 
cells in terms of every neighboring pattern within a categorized cell group, we propose 
parallel processing based on the master-slave model (Cantú-Paz, 1997) for this evaluation, as 
shown in Fig. 9. Each slave processor is assigned the task of evaluating each neighboring 
pattern in a lithography simulation. For example, when there are four cells within a 
categorized cell group, one master processor and four slave processors would be used for 
evaluation. Fig. 10 presents the flowchart for processing on the master and the slave 
processors. Fitness is calculated in terms of differences between the target pattern (design 
layout pattern) and the lithography image output by the lithography simulator as measured 
at the evaluation points for each OPC feature. 
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Fig. 9. Parallel processing for OPC optimization. 
 
Fig. 10. Flowchart of the evaluation method. 
3.3.3 Calculation of reference values 
The optimization method utilizes one set of common parameters and multiple sets of fitness 
value of each neighboring parameter. Thus, it can calculate which reference values are better to 
update to the common parameters, based on the fitness values of each neighboring pattern, 
and updates the common parameters accordingly to these references values. The calculation 
generates the reference value Rj from the fitness Fij according to the following formula, 
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where i is the index of the cell within a cell group, and j is the position index of the OPC 
feature for each cell, and σ denotes a control factor for optimization accuracy, which is based 
on the step function shown in Fig. 11. This factor functions to control the adjustment level, 
such as coarse adjustment with large fitness values or fine adjustment with small fitness 
values in terms of the OPC features. 
 
Fig. 11. Control factor for adjustment accuracy. 
4. Experimental results and discussion for the feasibility study 
4.1 Configuration of the test data 
Evaluation experiments were performed using 40 types of test patterns. The test patterns 
were based on actual functional cell data from the 130nm cell library of STARC 
(Semiconductor Technology Academic Research Center, Japan). A test pattern consists of 
one character logic cell in the center and eight logic cells around it, as shown in Fig. 12(a).  
The character cell was fixed in the center for all 40 test patterns. The eight logic cells were 
chosen from 26 different logic cells including 13 circuit types, and randomly arrayed around 
the character cell. That is, arrangements of cell in test patterns imitated different neighboring 
patterns extracted from the random logic devices, as shown in Fig. 12(b). 
During the preparation for the experiments, test patterns according to the 90nm design rule 
were created by shrinking the 130nm cell library arrayed patterns. In addition, the model-
base OPC of Panoramic Technology was applied to the character cell to generate initial OPC 
parameters as a cell-based OPC before layout. 
4.2 Experimental results for the cell grouping algorithm 
The experimental conditions are presented in Table 2. The proposed cell grouping algorithm 
categorized the 40 types of character cells with each test pattern into six typical cell groups. 
Fig. 13 shows the result tree achieved by the categorization by the cell grouping algorithm. 
In the first stage of categorization, two provisional typical cell groups were categorized 
according to the directionality of neighboring patterns, and 19 typical cells were left  
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Fig. 12. Test pattern for experiments. 
 
OS WindowsXP Professional x64 Edition Ver. 2003 Service Pack 2 
CPU Inter® Xeon™ 3.00 GHz x2 
Memory 2 GB 
Simulator Panoramic Technology EM Suite v5.00 
Illumination ┣ = 193nm, k1 = 0.4, NA = 0.85, Annular(0.5/0.75) 
Accuracy 0.001 µm 
Table 2. Experimental conditions for cell grouping. 
uncategorized. In the second stage of categorization, the six typical cell groups were 
categorized based on comparisons of the overlapping areas in the neighboring patterns.  
Finally, based on the 6 typical cell groups, sets of multiple types (3, 2, 2, 4, 5, and 2 types) of 
the character cells for each test pattern were extracted, as shown in Table 3.  The extracted 
typical cell groups were separately corrected as one typical character cell in the subsequent 
OPC optimization experiment. 
 
 
Fig. 13. Categorized tree for cell-group extraction. 
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Cell group Type-count Number of categorized test patterns 
G1 3 types 1, 6, 23 
G2 2 types 3, 25 
G3 2 types 19, 29 
G4 4 types 7, 13, 25, 27 
G5 5 types 16, 17, 26, 33, 36 
G6 2 types 9, 14 
Table 3. Categorization results of the experiments. 
4.3 Experimental results for OPC optimization 
The experimental conditions are presented in Table 4. We applied the proposed OPC 
optimization algorithm to each of the extracted cell groups. The results of the experiments are 
presented in Table 5 and the graph shows the largest errors between the sizes of target features 
and the simulated lithography image. Although the largest errors were approximately 34 nm 
before optimization, the proposed algorithm decreased the errors to approximately 3 nm. The 
results before optimization indicate that the application of OPC only for the character cell is 
insufficient to correct for the character cell within its neighboring patterns. That is, the OPE 
from neighboring patterns caused differences of approximately 34 nm between the target 
pattern and the lithography simulated pattern. The differences were corrected by allowing all 
members in each typical cell group to have common OPC features. Fig. 14 shows how the OPC 
features were optimized in the experiment. Clearly, the proposed control factor within the 
optimization algorithm functioned effectively by realizing coarse adjustment with large fitness 
values and fine adjustment with small fitness values. 
 
OS Redhut Linux v2.6.9.42.ELsmp 
CPU Intel® Core™ 2 duo 3.00 GHz x2 
Memory 4 GB / 8 GB 
Compiler gcc 3.3 
Processor Up to 6 
Communication library Mpich-1.2.6 build by gcc 3.3 
Simulator Lithography simulator from AIST 
Illumination ┣ = 193nm, k1 = 0.4, NA = 0.85, Annular(0.5/0.75) 
Calculation Area 5.12 x 5.12 ┤m2 
Accuracy 0.0025 ┤m 
OPC Parameters 279 real values 
Fitness points 279 points 
Termination Repetition of evaluation = 200 times 
Table 4. Experimental condition for OPC optimization. 
Cell group Before optimization After optimization 
G1 34.3 nm 2.97 nm 
G2 34.7 nm 2.68 nm 
G3 34.2 nm 2.81 nm 
G4 34.3 nm 2.77 nm 
G5 34.7 nm 2.84 nm 
G6 34.3 nm 3.56 nm 
Table 5. Adjustment results for OPC optimization. 
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Fig. 14. Fitness as a function of experiment iterations. 
4.4 Discussion 
As the results of the cell grouping experiment and the OPC optimization experiment, the 40 
types of character cells with the each test pattern were reduced to six typical character cells 
together with a set of 22 unique types, making a total of 28 different types of cells.  
Accordingly, we successfully achieved a 30% improvement in extraction efficiency. In this 
research, we proposed a categorization algorithm based on directionality. However, the 
categorization algorithm remains is a matter for further consideration. If it were possible to 
discover a more effective approach to categorization, it might be possible to realize further 
improvements in the pattern extraction efficiency for CPL. 
5. Verification experiments with actual functional LSI data 
5.1 Configuration of the verification data 
In these verification experiments, we verified the proposed method with two full-chips level 
OPCed layouts based on the actual functional LSI of STARC (Semiconductor Technology 
Academic Research Center, Japan). There were two kinds of verification data (Data-1 & 
Data-2), which related to clipped 70 square micrometer areas from different OPCed layouts. 
Because, Data-1 and Data-2 consist of 1,023 cells and 272 cells respectively, they have 
different features in terms of cell density. 
5.2 Experimental results and discussion 
Fig. 15 presents the experimental results for one cell A for the cell grouping algorithm applied 
to Data-1. There were 256 cells for cell A within Data-1, as shown in Fig. 15(a). Of these A cells, 
198 were categorized into 35 cell groups, which are colored and hatched in Fig. 15(b). 
Table 6 presents the experimental results for all cells undergoing the cell grouping algorithm 
for both Data sets.  The details for the entries in Table 6 were as follows: 
• Total cells: (1) 
Number of all cells in the clipped 70 square micrometer area. 
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Fig. 15. Categorization results for cell A in the Data-1. 
 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (3)+(4) {(3)+(4)}/(1) 
Data Total 
cells 
Extracted 
cells 
Unextracted 
cells 
Cell 
groups
Cell 
types 
Rate of 
reduction 
Data-1 1023 826 197 206 403 39.4 % 
Data-2 272 159 113 27 140 51.5 % 
Table 6. Experimental results for all cells undergoing cell grouping algorithm. 
• Extracted cells: (2) 
Number of extracted cells for categorizing cell groups. 
• Unextracted cells: (3) 
Number of unextracted cells. 
• Cell groups: (4) 
Number of categorized cell groups (which become the typical character cell) 
• Cell types: (3)+(4) 
Total cell types for both typical character cells and unextracted cells. 
• Rate of reduction: {(3)+(4)}/(1) 
Rate of reduction in cell types produced by the proposed method. 
In the results for Data A, the reduction rate was 39.4%. In contrast, the results for Data B 
indicated a 51.5% reduction in cell types. From the results of the verification experiments, 
clearly the proposed method can reduce the number of cell types in OPCed layouts based on 
actual functional LSI. Accordingly, we were able to successfully achieve an improvement in 
extraction efficiency of approximately 60%. Thus, for actual functional LSIs, the proposed 
method can also greatly reduce the variety in deformed patterns with OPC features. 
6. Conclusion 
In this research, we have proposed an approach to improving pattern extraction efficiency 
for character projection lithography on random logic devices by employing OPC 
optimization. Our proposed method is able to realize reductions in the variety of patterns 
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deformed by the complicated OPC through two developed algorithms: (1) a cell grouping 
algorithm that categorizes differentiated cells and extracts some typical cell groups, and (2) 
an OPC optimization algorithm that regards the cells in a group as one typical cell and 
corrects for the OPC features of a typical cell to form a CP aperture mask. As the results of 
conducted experiments demonstrate with 40 types test patterns, the proposed method 
realized a 30% improvement in extraction efficiency. Moreover, in conducted verification 
experiments with two full-chip level OPCed layouts based on actual functional LSI, we 
successfully achieved an improvement in extraction efficiency of approximately 60%. In 
addition, in order to put these research results to practical use for CPL, it is necessary to 
conduct verifications that compare EB shots. 
In the future, as the trend for semiconductor devices to become increasingly smaller in size 
is likely to continue, it is expected that mask costs and TATs will continue to rise.  
Technologies that reduce mask costs and TATs are extremely important key factors for the 
manufacture of system LSIs.  We believe that our proposed method may show a new way of 
overcoming mask problems. 
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